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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to explore the impact of various training programs and guidelines on improving the healthcare quality and patient. The training programs that we have explained in this study are related to Hand Hygiene compliance, Improving clinical outcomes and reducing financial burden and Preventing healthcare associated infection. This study Applied to many health institutions and healthcare employees in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, It is from this analysis that improve quality of healthcare through control training program, IPC training program improve hand hygiene compliance and reduces the HAIs prevalence, improves patient outcomes and reduces healthcare costs, training of all the persons involved in primary healthcare may fill the IPC gaps.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Infection prevention and control (IPC), a universally relevant component of all health systems, affects the health and safety of both, patients and healthcare providers and form an unnecessary and preventable financial burden [24]. World Health Organization (WHO) defines infection prevention and control as a scientific approach and practical solution to prevent health care associated infections (HAIs) causing unnecessary harm and at times even death, saves money, reduces the spread of antimicrobial resistance (AMR), protect patients and health workers from avoidable infections and also supports high quality, integrated, people-centered health services. Infection caused by bacteria, fungi, viruses or prions can affect entire body systems. Healthcare workers can play a significant role in measuring and controlling the infection by applying infection prevention and control standards. However, it demands a basic understanding of the epidemiology of diseases, risk factors, increasing susceptibility to infection, as well as the practices, procedures and treatments that may result in infections. Infection prevention and control (IPC) practices are increasingly becoming an integral part of patient care as high incidence of adverse events in healthcare institutions has brought attention to patient safety globally. However, the shortfall in its implementation contributes to the significant lack of preventing and minimizing risk/harm to patients by minimizing them to acceptable limits [11], [29]. Healthcare policies and guidelines are constantly evolving to incorporate evidence based practice reducing preventable infections in the healthcare setting. Infection prevention and control that essentially pertains to the policies, procedures, and practices to prevent transmission of healthcare associated infection (HAIs), is based on the ethical principle of no maleficence necessitating that healthcare practitioners prevent any harm [4]. The healthcare professional is obligated to reduce HAIs as much as possible if not complete elimination. Infection prevention and control is essential in any healthcare facility because HAIs affect adversely not only the patients but also the healthcare professionals and visitors. The WHO estimates that one in every ten patients around the world gets an infection while receiving care, making HAIs the fourth most common cause of death [26]. The problem becomes acute during the catastrophic outbreaks likeH1N1, SARS, Ebola, MERS and SARS CoV2 outbreaks. Infection prevention and control training programs may reduce the occurrence and impact of hospital-acquired infections through educating the healthcare practitioners, patient and visitors about the best practices to prevent or control hospital acquired infections.
The performance improvement (PI) activities need to include infection prevention program. Patient safety is one of the healthcare priorities worldwide and majority of the hospitals are engaged in activities and initiatives to provide safe health care and improve the health care outcomes, in a cost-effective manner. The training of health professionals is fundamental part of the nosocomial infection prevention program, including HAIs [12]. Unfortunately, a lack of knowledge required to control and prevent HAIs is evident among healthcare professionals [20]. The Infection control and prevention activities and initiatives should start early and be at the core of the concept of health care quality. Evidently, education of health care workers is fundamental to improve infection prevention practices [31]. Furthermore, the content and delivery of education in IPC programs needs to be standardized, with an emphasis on infection control and prevention by adhering to best practices. The education and training aspect maybe delivered by experts, but compliance needs to be ensured by local quality assurance management [5]. IPC program can play a vital role in the dissemination of knowledge and skills to ensure patient safety, adherence to safe practices and preventing risk situations. However, many hospitals lack trained infection control professionals (ICPs), even in the presence of many available opportunities to fix this gap. The diploma program in infection control established independently by Ministry of health and Saudi Commission for Health Specialties (SCFHS) along with few other institutions aims to impart required knowledge and skills to control and prevent infection in healthcare facilities. Additionally, the courses are available to prepare for American Board of Infection control (CBIC), the international qualification that is the prerequisite for the accreditation standards for Joint Commission International (JCI). Current article explores the impact of various training programs and guidelines on improving the healthcare quality and patient safety.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND DISCUSSION

A. Hand Hygiene compliance

Hand hygiene is arguably the most effective and integral to the control and preventing infections in the healthcare setting. Adherence of universal precautions like hand hygiene by healthcare workers mitigates transmission of microorganisms and eventual HAIs [19]. However, low compliance with easy to follow infection control measures has proven to be a bottleneck [28]. Early studies have shown that the hands of the healthcare workers transmit microorganisms from contaminated surfaces and objects to patient as well as spread among them [27]. Optimized hand hygiene compliance is among the core impacts of the IPC training program. Well-structured and implemented infection prevention and control program can improve hand hygiene compliance by up to 80%, which in turn reduced the occurrence of HAIs by up to 50% [17]. Early evidence indicates that a strict compliance with the hand hygiene regimen can prevent more than half of the HAIs incidence. A simple hand hygiene compliance can reduce half of over 6 million cases of hospital-acquired infections globally every year which in turn can prevent large number of adverse clinical outcomes, and morbidity and mortality among patient and healthcare practitioners [16]. Alarmingly, hand hygiene compliance is often low and overlooked warranting its promotion in every healthcare institution. An early study showed lower than 50% compliance with hand hygiene regulations globally [27]. Quite fittingly, as many as 60% fewer case of healthcare-associated infections was found in healthcare institutions where hand hygiene practice was considered a priority as compared to those not having proper hand hygiene practice. Quality assurance (QA) department may devise and implement the hand hygiene regulations as part of the wider infection prevention and control program. Furthermore, QA may also take initiative in promotion and education activities about hand hygiene by designing and strategic placement of hand hygiene promotional posters. Installation of hand hygiene kits at strategic places like around the patient wards, operation theatres, and ICU units may also be undertaken. It is worthwhile to note that the teaching of hand hygiene has assumed a central and sometimes sole position as a method of promoting patient safety by preventing HAIs [25], [10], [30]. The WHO recommend hand hygiene as an important patient safety goal; however, good practices should not be restricted to a single set of procedures or technique.

B. Improving clinical outcomes and reducing financial burden

Although principles, pathogenesis and transmission mechanisms of HAIs, are taught as part of medical courses, infection prevention and control (IPC) as the hallmark of quality and safety in patient care is largely unexplored, globally [3], [2], [23] and does not have the same weightage as developing clinical skills, like diagnosis and treatment [5]. Well-designed and implemented IPC training programs significantly improve the clinical outcome in a cost-effective manner. HAIs significantly increase the morbidity, mortality, and economic cost [24], contributing to between 3.18% and 10.73% of hospital admissions and readmissions adversely impacting patient’s quality of life in Saudi Arabia [1]. This is a substantial rate considering that more than one third of these adverse events are preventable [1]. An effective infection prevention and control training program can reduce nosocomial infections by at least 30% significantly improving clinical outcome [18]. These programs have been shown to be effective in controlling infection outbreaks in the healthcare setting and the quality assurance departments across Saudi Arabia may evolve measures and mechanisms enhancing the efficacy of infection prevention and control training programs and subsequent compliance [1]. This mainly entails the sufficient provision of personal protective equipment like gloves, gowns, soaps and where necessary, mask, boots, and other infection control supplies such as chlorine and disposable rags.

The IPC training programs, if well designed and implemented, may also reduce the healthcare related costs both for the patient and the healthcare institution. Early study has shown that HAIs cost $5 billion the U.S. healthcare system in 2015 [6]. UK, another country with an
excellent healthcare system, suffered an HAIs associated loss of £930 million [34], [35], [13]. These are, mostly, the superficial estimates related to the demonstrable direct cost; the indirect costs associated with HAIs are too large to fathom. To an individual, an effective IPC training program may reduce the costs associated with a prolonged stay in the hospital and even the loss of an employment opportunity and wages. There are also indirect costs such as the family members’ time lost from work or other activities to care the affected individual. To the healthcare institution, effective IPC programs may considerably reduce the cost associated with readmissions, lengthy stay for patients, unwarranted increased use of antimicrobials, and even the incremental costs associated with the surveillance and isolation measures for Antibiotic Resistant Organisms (AROs) [26]. Other activities related to HAIs that exacerbate the operational Costs include the costs attributable to containing outbreaks and even diagnosing and managing HAIs [13]. Effective IPC training program may significantly reduce the prevalence of HAIs and related economic costs.

C. Preventing healthcare associated infection

Well-designed evidence- based IPC training programs may significantly reduce the incidence of HAIs in the healthcare facilities as much as 65% [18]. It becomes more important in the event of an outbreak like COVID19 during which the healthcare workers are disproportionately affected as demonstrated during 2015 Ebola outbreak in Guinea. The IPC training program is evaluated using IPC score of healthcare facilities reflecting the number of IPC trained staff. The healthcare facilities with the higher number of staff trained in infection prevention and control had fewer instances of HAIs as compared to institutions not having IPC trained personnel. Healthcare facilities with one and two IPC trained individual were four and ten times, respectively likely to have an IPC score above the median as compared to those with no IPC trained staff [16]. Quality assurance department can play an important role in implementing IPC training to the medical staff. Accumulating evidence has shown that even a slight increase in the number of IPC trained staff may significantly reduce the incidence of HAIs in the healthcare setting. Online training program enabling participation of large number of health professionals and the feedback with information on local hospital HAIs rates can be valuable.

Early research show that clinical skills and performance are directly correlated with the teaching resources and the technological tools used [7], [33] like software [15], on-line modules [7], [32] and simulated scenarios [22]. Simulations provides control, manipulation and reproduction of rare, complex or high-risk scenarios for patients and students making it safer than real life scenario yet developing the required skills [14], [21].

Trained professionals need to be supported and encouraged at local level to act as a role model and to transfer knowledge to their peers likely improving adherence to infection with prevention and control measures [36]. Early study showed better compliance with infection prevention and control policies (like hand hygiene and personal protective equipment) in the presence of effective local leadership [9]. Furthermore, interdisciplinary cooperation between professionals from different disciplines at a healthcare setting also influences attitude towards IPC guidelines [8].

III. CONCLUSION

An alarmingly high incidence of healthcare associated infection globally warrants an effective intervention that can reduce morbidity, mortality, and the healthcare related costs for individual and the facilities. Effective IPC training program significantly improve hand hygiene compliance, which is the most effective measure for preventing HAIs. Additionally, it reduces the HAIs prevalence, improves patient outcomes, and reduces healthcare costs related to HAIs. The quality assurance department may fill the IPC gaps through sufficient training of all the persons involved in primary healthcare. It may also provide sufficient PPE, standardize IPC protocols, implement contemporary IPC practices, followed with sufficient monitoring and supervision to ensure compliance. IPC program focused on safety culture, communication and teamwork should be interdisciplinary and innovative coupled with self-evaluation and self-criticism. Such programs not only train the healthcare professionals but also make them aware of patient safety issues, directly influencing the quality and safety of the care provided.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of our research and upon on the literature review, the following are our recommendations to be taken into considerations in the future:

- It is recommended that to train the managers and entrepreneurs the employees in health facilities on Infection Control Training Program to be aware of harms of Infection, train human recourses professionals and all employees about them, prevent and get rid of some unhygienic behaviors in their organizations.

- A policy against Infection and Control Training Program ought to be adopted altogether of health facilities to observe this development. Infection rates could also be reduced through employee’s development and establishing a system for observance these Phenomenon to all healthcare facilities.

- It is recommended that to improve the Quality of Healthcare through make and improve the Infection Control Training Program.

- It is recommended that to explore the fact of quality of healthcare further in Saudi Arabia and countries of similar cultural backgrounds.
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